i7o	EAST  AGAIN
The decline of imported British textiles into China is due to
four causes :—
 (1)	The growth of the cotton spinning industry in China
itself.
 (2)	The depreciation in the purchasing power of the Chinese
currency owing to the fall in the value of silver.
 (3)	The state of insecurity and unrest in China.
 (4)	The competition of other sources of supply especially
Japan.
Although British cotton imports into China are more adversely
affected at the present moment by the fourth of these causes—
foreign competition—it is the first that will in the long run deal
an almost fatal blow to the Manchester trade, for the growth of
the cotton spinning industry in China threatens not only a vast
reduction in imports but eventually their suppression, except for
such qualities of material that the Chinese cannot manufacture
themselves.
The  second  cause of decline—depression  of the  Chinese
currency—is liable to fluctuation and already the abandonment of
the gold standard in England had to some extent relieved the
situation, though the fact that the Japanese Government quickly
followed the example of London has once more restored com-
petition   from  that   quarter   to  its   previously  existing   state.
Insecurity of life and property will eventually disappear as a factor
as the situation in China settles down.    The principal danger
that faces British trade is competition, for it is clear that the
importer who can furnish the goods that the eventual consumer
requires, at a price that he can afford, or is willing, to pay, will be
successful.   In fulfilling this requisition British enterprise has
largely failed because the eventual consumer, upon whom all
trade must ultimately depend, has been able, and is still able, to
buy in other markets what he requires at a cheaper price.   The
actual crisis is rendered more acute by the fact that the demand
does not correspond with the supply.    While the demand is
restricted by the much diminished purchasing power of the
Chinese people, the supply is practically unlimited, for the world
is over-producing.   The buyers are few, the sellers many, with
the inevitable result that while many goods remain for long
periods unsold the rest are disposed of at prices materially
reduced by competition and often at a loss*   It stands to reason,
therefore, that only the merchandise that  has cost the least

